A study of family clustering in two young girls with novel avian influenza A (H7N9) in Dongyang, Zhejiang Province, in 2014.
The avian influenza A H7N9 virus, previously unknown in humans, has infected humans in many areas of China since February 2013. Here we report on a clustering case of H7N9 in two little girls in one family in Dongyang city, Jinhua area, Zhejiang Province. To determine (1) whether the infections were due to person-to-person transmission or to co-exposure to poultry and (2) the prevalence of this novel H7N9 virus in Dongyang inferred by this family clustering case. Samples were collected from patients and environment. We undertook detailed epidemiological investigations and laboratory work. Phylogenetic analyses were done based on the sequenced genomes. The concentration of cytokines and chemokines in the serum was detected by cytometric bead array analyses. A mixture of H7 and H9 was detected from the environmental sample. The three H7N9 viruses shared one infection source. The index patient who had significantly higher levels of IL-4, IL-8 and IL-10 suffered severe infection. Based on a comparison with previous isolations of the virus in 2013, H7N9 has evolved different lineages through recombination with local H9N2 viruses. Determining whether it was human-to-human transmission or exposure to the same live poultry, since both patients had identical exposure histories, was ambiguous. The results from the cytokine analyses agreed with the conclusion that H7N9 severity is associated with a higher level of cytokines/chemokines. Long term influenza surveillance remains essential to allow for early warning of potential transmission events.